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ON COMPACT EINSTEIN-KAEHLER MANIFOLDS

BANG-YEN CHEN1 AND KOICHI   OGIUE2

ABSTRACT.   A characterization of a complex space form among com-

pact Einstein-Kaehler manifolds is given in terms of Chern classes.

1. Introduction.   Let M be a Kaehler manifold and  c,   the &th Chern

class of M.   A Kaehler manifold of constant holomorphic sectional curvature

is call a complex space form.   If M  is an ra-dimensional complex space form

in > 2),  then c2 = nc./2in + l) (cf. [l]).  In [l] we considered the converse.

The purpose of this paper is to study similar problems under somewhat

weaker assumption.

Theorem.   Let  M be an n-dimensional compact Kaehler manifold in > 2).

//

(i)  cr[-2c2 = nc»/2in+ l),  and

(ii) M   is Einstein,

then M  is either a complex space form or a Kaehler manifold with vanishing

Ricci tensor.

2. Preliminaries.   Let   M  be an ra-dimensional Kaehler manifold.  Let

ra  ,. . • , fo" be a local field of unitary frames.  Then the Kaehler metric is

written as g = Vi'&tco    ® To    + co    ® co   ) and the fundamental 2-form is given

by O = lA\/—1 S&j   Aco.  Let f2 « = ^R» ■jd)'' A co     be the curvature form

of  M.   Then the curvature tensor of M  is the tensor field with local compo-

nents   R^  -j,  which will be denoted by  R.   The Ricci tensor S  and the sca-

lar curvature p are given by

where Ran = 2XR^y^- We denote by ||R|| and ||5|| the length of the curva-

ture tensor and the Ricci tensor, respectively, so that \\R\\ = l6£R^yjf^aSy

and||S||2=2SRa^a.

We prepare the following general result.

Lemma.   Let M be an n-dimensional Kaehler manifold.   Then
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Vn(n+ l\\R||2 >277||S||2>p2.

The first equality holds if and only if M is a complex space form, and the

second equality holds if and only if M  is Einstein.

Proof. The first inequality is obtained by considering the length of the

tensor field with local components R a f - [2(77 + l)]- (8yR aj + 8 „R yj)- It

is well known that this tensor field vanishes if and only if M is a complex

space form (cf., for example, [2]).

The second inequality is obtained by considering the tensor field with

local components R ag - p8^J2n. It is clear that this tensor field vanishes

if and only if M is Einstein.    Q.E.D.

If we define a closed 2/e-form y,   by

k     (2^-l)kk\ fii    fik    °i V

then the &th Chern class c,   of M is represented by y,. In particular,  c,

and  c,  are represented by

yi = ̂ LZ^    and    y2=-Ar^AOJ8-0JA°2>'
Zn 077

respectively.

3.  Proof of Theorem.   It follows from assumption (i) that

(3) yn,-2y2 = nynl/2(n+l) + d-q

for some  (2n — l)-form 77.

From assumption (ii), we have   5 = pg/2n  and, hence,
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This, together with (1) and (2), implies that

Therefore (3) is reduced to

Let A be the operator of interior product by <J>.  Applying A" to both sides

of (4), we may obtain

n-n-Pn — + 2!2l^Ll2Vl2(^||R||2 _ ||5||2) = A„ , .
2(w+ 1X47777)" (47777)" "  " '

Integrating both sides of this equation, we have

where  * 1   denotes the volume element of   M.
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From assumption (ii) and Lemma,  p    = 2»||5'||     and, hence, (5) can be

written as

^/.(IM'-^W1).!-".

This, together with Lemma, implies that either p = 0 or \\R\\ = 4||S|| /(« + l).

Therefore, M is either Ricci-flat or of constant holomorphic sectional curva-

ture.
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